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Visual rhetoric is an art-creating technique used to improve works’ visual 
representation,in a way of modifying the image and text or adjusting their relationship 
in a work . An appropriate use of visual rhetoric make much benefits in making 
advertising images more meaningful, clearing the theme ,in order to achieve a better 
persuasion. Print PSAs play an important role in modern society which make great 
contributions to raise public awareness, guide the social values, spread the spiritual. 
However there is still a lot of g print PSAs in everyday life bland and boring as 
Unreasonably use of visual rhetoric. Therefore this article is to explore and research 
the rules of visual rhetoric in print PSAs though Clearing the visual rhetoric theory in 
print advertisements and an empirical analysis of the outstanding print PSAs, finally 
provide a reference guide for advertisement creation.  
The article is divided into two parts :theoretical research and empirical study .  
In the theoretical part, the article further complement the visual rhetoric system in 
print PSAs .The classic theory in visual rhetoric theory are analysed theoretically.At 
last,provide a more detailed analysis of the visual rhetoric theory frame for print ads . 
The theory frame divide advertisement visual rhetoric into five categories:image 
rhetoric, Colour rhetoric ,Composition rhetoric style rhetoric and image-verbiage 
relation. Then divide each rhetoric into content rhetoric and structure rhetoric. 
In empirical study, the article made a content analysis of 150 print PSAs in  
Welovead advertising database ,which won international awards in the recent 15 
years . The article summarizes the using law of the visual rhetoricin in print PSA .The 
research shows : beside external form rhetorical , print PSAs pay more attention to 
inner visual rhetoric , the visual rhetoric in print PSAs emphasis on the art of 
defamiliarization,emphasis on the real feelings and entral motif . 
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② Twentieth- Century Rhetorics and Rhetoricians——Critical Studies and Sources, 
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众对广告反应来研究视觉因素的运用。比如 Edell 和 Staelin 主要研究印刷广
告中有无图片（画面）对消费者理解广告信息所产生的影响；Meyers Levy and 




Mickey 和 Buhl 通过对消费者对广告意义的理解，构建了一套“广告业务的意







Edell 和 Staelin [7]的研究还发现，与没有画面的广告相比，有画面的广告能够对
消费者的态度产生积极影响，消费者记得更牢。Miniard [8]等人在 1991 年发表
的论文中指出，广告中加有与产品相关图片比加有与产品无关的图片更能使消费







①Smith，Kenneth L.Handbook of visual Communication:Theory，Methods，and 
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